Search for the course offer in summer 2018 at TUM Informatics: online from Jan 23, 2018!

Check the following link: https://campus.tum.de/tumonline/wbllangebote.wbshowlvangebot?porgnr=14189

The course catalog in TUMonline does not show the offer for summer semester 2018 yet, but from Tue, 23rd January 2018. Currently the offer of winter semester 2017/18 appears. You can filter the following way for checking the offer of summer semester 2018. Be aware that other TUM Departments publish their course offer later!

*Note:* The letters of admission have been sent by TUM International Center, but that does NOT mean that your proposed study program is accepted by our department or realizable! With your academic background you will be able to find enough suitable courses.

When looking in TUMonline for courses – follow the steps 1-7:

1. Switch to academic year 2017/18 or 2016/17 (for checking summer 2017)
2. Filter in the column ‘Sem’ for S for summer semester (!)
3. There are more than 5 pages with courses to check!
4. Filter every column by clicking on the filter symbol , e.g. title
5. You can filter/search for titles as well as for the language of instruction.
6. ECTS Credits are indicated only in the module catalog: http://www.in.tum.de/en/current-students/modules-and-courses/module-catalog.html - always check IN-Module Codes!
7. There is no guarantee for practical courses and seminars. You need to apply for these kind of courses via our matching system in. **See respective guideline for practical courses and seminars.**